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Australian Real Estate Securities 

Fund Investment Performance 

 
The Resolution Capital Core Plus Property Securities Fund (the ‘Fund’) underperformed the S&P/ASX 300 AREIT 
Accumulation Index by 52 basis points for the quarter ending 30 September 2017. 
 

Period Ending 30 September 2017* 

 
Quarter 

% 
1 Year 

% 
3 Years 

% p.a. 
5 Years 

% p.a. 
7 Years 

% p.a. 

Since 
Inception# 

% p.a. 

Fund (after fees) 1.42 1.75 13.59 13.95 12.67 7.25 

Benchmark+ 1.94 -1.97 12.46 13.20 12.24 5.73 

Difference -0.52 3.72 1.13 0.75 0.43 1.52 

 

Resolution Capital Core Plus Property Securities Fund Unit Price 

    Net Entry Net Exit 

30 September  2017    $0.7173 $0.7144 

30 June  2017^    $0.7072 $0.7044 

^ Ex distribution of 16.2628 cents per unit as at 30 June 2017. 

 

  

* Net returns are expressed after deducting investment management costs.  Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
# 30 September 2008. 
+ S&P/ASX 300 AREIT Accumulation Index. 
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Market Performance 

 

Market Overview 

 
30 Sep 17 30 Jun 17 

Quarterly 
Total 

Returns 

S&P/ASX 300 (GICS) Property (Accum) 43,579 42,751 1.9% 

S&P/ASX 300 Index (Accum) 55,432 54,993 0.8% 

FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index (unhedged in AUD Net TR) 3,663 3,688 -0.7% 

FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index (hedged in AUD Net TR) 2,461 2,435 1.0% 

US 10 Year Bonds 2.31% 2.27%   

AU 10 Year Bonds 2.85% 2.49%   

AU$/US$ 0.78 0.77 2.3% 

Source: Factset 

 

A-REIT Commentary 

The S&P/ASX 300 Property Accumulation Index 

produced a total return of 1.9% for the quarter ended 

30 September 2017, outperforming the broader 

Australian equity market, which delivered a total return 

of 0.8%. On a gross basis the Fund delivered 1.4%, 

underperforming the benchmark. 

 

Despite economic and property fundamentals 

remaining broadly supportive, the sector’s relative 

appeal appears to be waning as the global growth 

narrative gathers steam and interest rate expectations 

are recalibrated.  

 

While interest rates are no doubt an important driver for 

a sector with leverage, we argue it is relative earnings 

growth not lower discount rates (Price Earning (PE) 

multiple expansion) which has been the more 

persuasive driver of returns. A-REITs have delivered 

competitive total returns over the last five years as they 

have delivered greater earnings growth and a healthy 

dividend along the way. 

  

ASX 200 5 yr Total Returns (p.a.) 

 
Source: UBS, S&P/ASX, Datastream. Data to 28/9/2017 

In fact, over the past 5 years A-REITs have generated 

5% earnings per share (EPS) growth p.a., second only 

to the healthcare sector. The results compare 

favourably to the broader market (ASX 200) which has 

been weighed down by inferior earnings growth of the 

energy, materials and mining sectors. A-REIT earnings 

have been supported by increasing rents post GFC, 

underpinned by limited new construction, and to 

varying degrees a reduction in finance costs as interest 

rates declined. 

 

ASX 200 5 yr EPS growth (p.a.) 

 
Source: UBS, S&P/ASX, Datastream. Data to 28/9/2017 

 

That’s not to say that lower interest rates have not 

contributed to total returns. Our point is simply that this 

has been the case for all asset classes as a result of 

the extreme liquidity brought on by quantitative easing. 

In terms of capitalization rates alone, A-REITs have not 

disproportionately benefitted vs other sectors across 

the Australian equity complex.  
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ASX 200 P/E re-rating contribution (p.a.) 

 
Source: UBS, S&P/ASX, Datastream. Data to 28/9/2017 

 

Looking ahead, we expect A-REITs to deliver EPS 

growth of ~4% in FY18 vs consensus / broker forecasts 

for the broader market at 2.5% (I/B/E/S, UBS). On this 

measure A-REITs seem relatively appealing but we 

note that equities are being dragged lower by the weak 

earnings outlook for Banks and Materials.  

 

Business as usual 

A-REIT earnings results in the quarter were generally 

in line with expectations with retail REITs exhibiting 

some deterioration in portfolio metrics, office REITs 

enjoying generally favourable market conditions yet 

delivering modest EPS growth and active businesses 

(principally residential trading and funds management) 

generating healthy returns thanks to robust residential 

trading activity and some extraordinary performance 

fees derived from funds management platforms. 

 

In aggregate EPS growth was ~4% for the sector which 

was respectable given earnings dilution from asset 

disposal programs of Westfield Corporation (WFD) and 

Vicinity Centres (VCX). Property Net Operating Income 

(NOI) growth of 2.8% was down on prior periods with 

moderation from retail and office REITs partially offset 

by increases from industrial. 

 

Across the sector property values increased 

pushing Net Tangible Assets (NTA) higher by 8% for 

the year. A number of transactions completed post 

reporting season suggest there remains support for A-

REIT property values. Of note was the sale of a 25% 

interest in Highpoint Shopping Centre to GPT’s 

wholesale shopping centre fund. We estimate the deal 

was completed marginally below the 4.25% cap rate 

that Chadstone is valued (arguably the most dominant 

mall in the country and far superior to Highpoint) and 

compares to SCG’s implied portfolio yield of 6.0%.  

 

Rising energy costs were a common management 

talking point with several REITs highlighting the drag to 

NOI growth for the year ahead. Shopping Centres 

Australasia (SCP) and Stockland Property Group 

(SGP) expect a negative impact of ~40bp and 35bp to 

comparable NOI respectively as a result of higher costs 

which can’t be passed on to tenants. We also note that 

several of the larger retail landlords bulk-buy electricity 

and resell to tenants at a margin to generate additional 

income.  These higher energy costs are also expected 

to weigh on consumer spending. Combined with the 

imminent arrival of Amazon these headwinds to 

earnings lead us to underweight pure retail REITs in 

aggregate.  

 

Results also highlighted shifts in earnings sources for 

several REITs which brings into focus quality and 

sustainability. Transactional profits and performance 

fees are becoming a bigger part of earnings notably for 

Goodman Group (GMG), Charter Hall (CHC) and 

Abacus Property Group (ABP). This reflects significant 

returns generated for funds or joint ventures managed 

on behalf of third parties. While a boost to earnings, 

typically these are non-recurring and need to be 

considered separately in any valuation framework.  

 

On the positive side VCX improved its reported 

earnings quality by changing its primary earnings 

definition to exclude the addback of rent lost during 

redevelopments which was a non-cash item. 

Additionally the dividend policy was realigned to be in 

line with Adjusted Funds From Operations (‘AFFO’ - 

essentially earnings after deducting costs associated 

with building maintenance and tenant incentives). We 

agree with the realignment which brings VCX more in 

line with peers.  

 

While its earnings result was broadly as expected, 

Scentre Group (SCG) surprised by lowering its 

distribution guidance to retain more capital for 

investment in the business. Given the healthy returns 

SCG generates on its redevelopment projects we are 

supportive of the move. The stock however is being 

weighed down by concerns on the impact of the arrival 

of Amazon and pressures on consumer spending.  

 

Enhanced by the realignment of distributions from VCX 

and SCG, dividend payout ratios are generally more 

sustainable at around 80% of EPS. However compared 

to AFFO (the REIT proxy for free cash flow) a number 

of REITs are still not retaining sufficient cash to cover 

building maintenance and tenant incentive costs (e.g. 

IOF, CMW, CQR, BWP) While this may be possible in 

the short-term given current balance sheet capacity, 

ultimately they should be brought into line by either 

resetting the distribution level or via distributions 

growing at a slower pace than earnings. 
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A-REIT Dividend Payout ratio (DPS / EPS) 

 
Source: UBS Research, RCL 

 

In aggregate capital structures across the sector are in 

better shape with loan-to-value of around 30% (vs 45% 

pre-GFC) and Debt / EBITDA of around 5x. Additionally 

balance sheets are cleaner with less cross currency 

hedging, more diversified debt sources and longer debt 

maturity. There are a few exceptions (WFD, AVN, NSR, 

GOZ) where leverage is at the upper end of target 

ranges and warrants attention.  

 

Buybacks are back 

With the sector having retraced in recent quarters, 

several REITs are now trading below reported Net 

Tangible Assets (NTA). Coupled with reasonable 

balance sheet capacity and with limited value 

opportunities in the physical property markets, share 

buybacks have returned.  

 

VCX, Investa Office Fund (IOF), Industria REIT (IDR) 

and Charter Hall Retail REIT (CQR) have all been 

active in buying back stock.  

 

We note this is not purely an A-REIT phenomena with 

numerous examples of REITs globally actively buying 

back stock given a perceived value disconnect 

between private market values and REIT share prices.  

 

Grappling for growth  

As tailwinds from declining funding costs abate, M&A is 

accelerating as management teams search for other 

avenues of growth or seek to take advantage of the 

REITs underlying discount to physical property 

markets. Across the sector several new tussles 

commenced and one long-standing battle seemingly 

drew to a close.  

 

After completing its takeover of the GPT Metro Office 

Fund (GMOF) late last year, Growthpoint Properties 

Australia (GOZ) identified its next target, acquiring an 

18% stake in Industria REIT (IDR). IDR owns a portfolio 

of suburban office and industrial property and is 

externally managed by APN Property Group (APD). 

Given the history of GOZ’s corporate acquisitions it is 

unlikely they intend to stay as a passive minority 

shareholder. That said, APN holds 21.4% of the IDR 

register making a hostile bid unlikely.  

 

After a protracted battle Cromwell Property Group 

(CMW) called time on its aspirations to acquire Investa 

Office Fund (IOF) and sold its stake to Investa 

Commercial Property Fund (ICPF), IOF’s unlisted 

stable-mate. ICPF now owns 20% of IOF and has 

therefore largely protected the management platform. 

While not the desired outcome for CMW the foray was 

a profitable one generating an 18% equity Internal Rate 

of Return (IRR) based on share price appreciation and 

dividends received during the holding period.  What 

becomes of IOF remains to be seen but the acquisition 

of the stake by ICPF lowers the potential for corporate 

activity significantly and entrenches the current 

suboptimal corporate structure.  

 

In other CMW news, the IPO of a portfolio of European 

assets cobbled together from CMW’s European funds 

management business stumbled at the first hurdle.  

“CEREIT” was to list in Singapore and provide 

exposure to a diversified portfolio of assets located 

predominantly in Western Europe. The assets held by 

funds managed by the former Valad business 

appeared more secondary in nature with the IPO pitch 

centred on relatively high distribution yield. We were 

not entirely surprised the IPO was pulled as the foreign 

listing of a geographically diversified pool of secondary 

assets is a regression to the dark days of A-REIT 

history. Nevertheless the market appeared to look 

through the IPO misfire as CMW generated total 

returns of 2.7%, outperforming the index.  

 

At the small cap end of the sector Centuria Capital 

(CNI) made a move on industrial fund manager 

Property Link Group (PLG). Two Centuria vehicles 

acquired a combined 17% of the equity and 

subsequently made a somewhat complicated part 

cash, part scrip bid to privatise PLG for value of around 

95c per share.  The bid was rejected by the PLG Board 

for not providing a control premium and some concerns 

on the scrip component of the offer. Subsequent to 

quarter end e_Shang Redwood, a private equity 

backed Asian logistics fund manager, raided PLG’s 

share register and secured 18% of the equity. More to 

come on this one it would seem.  

 

Sayonara 

After 12 long years AJA Property Group (AJA) exited 

the local bourse shortly after quarter end following 

shareholders voting to accept Blackstone’s takeover 
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offer which translated into net proceeds of $7.18 per 

share. Proceeds would have been even higher had the 

vehicle been internally managed given the significant 

costs associated with breaking the external manager’s 

perpetual management contract.  

 

Nevertheless, while a rocky road for investors and with 

some serious corporate governance challenges along 

the way, AJA managed to outperform the index over its 

listing period. For those patient (or deluded) enough to 

stay the course  AJA delivered total returns of 7.3% p.a. 

vs the sector at 3.9%, largely thanks to its elevated 

distribution yield. That a vehicle of this nature can 

outperform the index over this time period 

demonstrates how badly many REIT management 

teams got it wrong during the GFC. 

 

As one of the last externally managed offshore invested 

vehicles, blighted by flawed management incentives, 

we quite happily say goodbye. 

 

Outlook 

Post the GFC, A-REITs have enjoyed an extended 

period of competitive earnings growth thanks to low 

supply, top line rent growth and debt finance cost 

reductions. Given improving global economic growth 

and many central banks moving to “normalise” interest 

rates, it seems probable that REIT earnings will no 

longer be boosted by lower finance costs.  

 

In the near-term A-REIT earnings are somewhat 

insulated given reasonable debt maturities, interest 

rate hedging and fixed rental increases. Next year’s 

earnings growth appears competitive compared to the 

broader equity market which should provide some level 

of support. Beyond this, A-REITs will need to generate 

sufficient property income growth to offset rising 

finance costs to produce competitive returns.  

 

In the quarters ahead we expect the performance of 

retail property will be most persuasive on overall index 

and Fund returns given 55% of the underlying index is 

retail property. The arrival of Amazon, we believe, while 

concerning for retail landlords, is overblown in the short 

to medium term at least. However it signifies the 

challenging retail dynamic and coupled with numerous 

headwinds to domestic consumer spending, the 

outlook for retail property is far from compelling. We 

have positioned the Fund cautiously in this regard with 

a sizeable underweight to retail property and maintain 

exposure to office, industrial and triple-net REITs. As 

we recently noted, we are also increasingly looking to 

global REITs for new opportunities. 
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Contact Details 

 

Andrew Parsons 
Managing Director - Senior Portfolio Manager 
Email: andrew.parsons@rescap.com 
 
Julian Campbell-Wood 
Portfolio Manager 
Email: julian.cwood@rescap.com 
 
 

Resolution Capital Limited 

Level 38 
Australia Square Tower 
264 George Street 
Sydney NSW 2000 

 

  
GPO Box 553 
Sydney NSW 2001 

Tel: +61 2 8258 9188 
Fax: +61 2 8258 9199 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Interests in the Resolution Capital Core Plus Property Securities Fund (‘Fund’) (ARSN 131 850 363) are issued by Pinnacle Fund Services 
Limited, ABN 29 082 494 362, AFSL 238371, as responsible entity of the Fund. Pinnacle Fund Services Limited is not licensed to provide 
financial product advice.  You should consider the Product Disclosure Statement of the Fund available at https://www.rescap.com/funds/ in 
its entirety before making an investment decision. Resolution Capital Limited (‘Resolution Capital’, ‘RCL’) (ABN 50 108 584 167 AFSL 274491) 
is the investment manager of the Fund.  Pinnacle Fund Services Limited and Resolution Capital believe the information contained in this 
communication is reliable, however its accuracy, reliability or completeness is not guaranteed. Any opinions or forecasts reflect the judgment 
and assumptions of Resolution Capital and its representatives on the basis of information at the date of publication and may later change 
without notice.  The information in this communication is not intended as a securities recommendation or statement of opinion intended to 
influence a person or persons in making a decision in relation to investment. This communication is for general information only. It has been 
prepared without taking account of any person’s objectives, financial situation or needs. Any persons relying on this information should obtain 
professional advice before doing so. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance  
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